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As a result of the closed environment, the Neolithic culture of Min River basin 
lacked intercourse with outside and it developed independently on the whole. But no 
matter from the perspective of material factors or the nonmaterial, the ancient culture 
of Min River basin reflected that it took in foreign culture in different stages of 
development. It was not a complete closed culture area. Though the Min River basin 
is at the brim of the Shang and Zhou culture in Center China, it was showed that the 
ancient culture of Min River basin was influenced gradually by the Shang and Zhou 
culture in the development process. After Xi Zhou Dynasty, the ancient culture of the 
whole Min River basin appeared to be the same. It is difficult to tell the difference 
between different parts of Min River basin from the ceramic and bronze. At the same 
time, the culture of the whole south area of China, especially the southeast, appeared 
to be more and more alike. And it showed to be more extended and deeper of culture 
mingling from different peoples. Because of the influence of Zhou、Chu and Wuyue 
culture, the bronze culture of Min River basin grew into the height of power and 
splendor and began to enter the Iron Age. The development of technology advanced 
obviously. And all of these become the base of evolving into more advanced Social 
formation. This was the stage of Minyue people going into civilized nation. To sum up, 
the ancient culture of Min River basin took in foreign culture in the process of 
personal development. And it appeared to be more and more complicated and various 
at different stages of development. All of these prepare full conditions for the 
appearance of civilization and add new colors to the whole Chinese civilization. 
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